Maintenance Power Outage Notification

Jan. 30 - Feb. 5, 2017

This is a courtesy notification from Southern California Edison regarding maintenance outages in your community.

SCE will soon be performing maintenance on the electrical system in the area. In order to perform this work safely, SCE must temporarily turn off power. This outage will allow them to modernize their grid by making needed upgrades and repairs to increase their reliability. They realize that power outages may cause some inconvenience, therefore they try to isolate outages down to the smallest area possible and complete the work safely and as quickly as they can. SCE appreciates your understanding as they work to increase system reliability for the future.

Outage areas include:

Outage Status: Scheduled
Outage Alert Num: 804982
Starting at: January 30, 2017 9:00 a.m.
Ending at: January 30, 2017 3:00 p.m.
# of Residential customers affected: 64
# of Commercial customers affected: 0
# of Traffic Control meters affected: 0
Outage Boundary: NANCYELLE LN EAST SIDE 100ª SOUTH OF HIGHGROVE AV

Outage Status: Rescheduled
Outage Alert Num: 800378
Starting at: January 31, 2017 8:00 a.m.
Ending at: January 31, 2017 3:00 p.m.
# of Residential customers affected: 10
# of Commercial customers affected: 0
# of Traffic Control meters affected: 0
Outage Boundary: 176TH ST.PROPERTY LINE 101ªS.159ªEAST OF AMIE ST./TORRANCE

*Please note that the power may be off for the whole period or may be turned off more than once. This planned outage may not begin exactly at the stated start time, and some conditions may cause this planned outage to be postponed. The times noted are our best estimate and circumstances may affect both the start time and the completion time indicated above. For current planned outage status, please visit SCE.Com/Reliability and enter the outage number(s) above.

If you have questions, we are here to take your calls at 1-800-611-1911.